Abstract.The quasi-pseudo metrics on the vertices of a digraph induces a unique bitopology. In this work, we obtained that a bitopology is associated with any knot ! , where is crossing points of knot and = 1,2 by using quasi-pseudo metrics on the vertices of a digraph which is called knot digraph by us, when we consider relation between the knot and its graph (knot digraph notation). Also some topological properties of bitopology obtained by using quasipseudo metric and associated with the knot digraphs are investigated.
, = 0, ℎ 1, ℎ , , = 0, ℎ 1, ℎ respectively. These functions are quasi-pseudo metrics on and induces a unique bitopology on with ! , = :
, < and ! , = : , < as a basis. All open -balls collection forms a base for a topology on . We show this topology with ! . Similarly all open -balls collection forms a base for a topology on . We show this topology with ! . So, we get the bitopology , ! , ! . A bitopological space , ! , ! is a set with two topologies, ! and ! , on it.
We have seen that this method can be applied for the oriented knot graph which is obtained form regular diagram of a knot. We can get a bitopology matched with any knot by using knot digraph when we consider relation between the knot and its graph.
In this way, our purpose contributes the problem of classification the most important problem of mathematic by using bitopology. We plan knot table of prime knot, which has at least 11 crossing by using this method. In our day, there isn't any table of all prime knots. So, we aim to contribute knot table of all prime knot in future period.
2.Knot and Knot Graphs
A knot is a simple closed polygonal curve in R 3 [1] . A knot projection is called a regular projection if no three points on the knot project to the same point, and no vertex projects to the same point as any other point on the knot. It divides the plane into several regions. Each of this regions is homeomorphic to an open disk. It is useful tool for separating regions (domains) into two classes, white-black or shaded-unshaded or shadow-unshadow regions, in the study of the knot theory.
A regular projections of knot K divides plane into n + 2 regions where n is the number of double point A (A 1 , A 2 , ... ,A n ). The Figure 1 show that the number of double point of Trefoil knot is 3. For this reason the number of regions is 5 for Trefoil knot.
Figure 1
Starting with the outer most region, the regions can be colored black or white where neighboring regions are never this same color. White and black regions are labelled, in order of, such that α = {α 1 ,α 2 ,...,α k } and β = {β 1 ,β 2 ,...,β l }. The point at infinity is contained in a region of black. P i ∈α i (i = 1,2,...,k) points are taken. We connect this points by n-nonintersection arcs d 1 The regions of class α in all can be considered as a projection of a surface spanning K which is twisted at each double point of projection. From this consideration, we define the sign of d t in such a way that it is + or -according as the surface is twisted at A t as the right screw or the left one, respectively (Figure 3 ). It is well known that every deformation of a knot is equivalent to a combination of the fundamental deformation (Reidemeister Movies) Ω ! , Ω ! and Ω ! in [7] .
Figure 4
These fundamental deformations can be translated into the operations on graphs as follows [8] . 
Knotdigraph Notation
Firstly, signed graph is obtained from regular diagram of a knot by using Tait methods explained in Section 2.Secondly, orientation is given depending on the signed of the signed knot graph as Figure 6 .If the signed of edge is +, orientation of this edge is given from a to b. If the signed of edge is -, orientation of this edge is given from b to a. So we can get two directed graphs, when we consider graph and dual graph of a knot. We called this directed graph as knotdigraph. Figure 6 . Orientation of knot graph depend on the signed of the signed knot graph After that, every vertices of knot digraph are labelled by lowercases. Finally, the base is obtained from knot digraph by using quasi-pseudo metric for bitopology. Thus, every knot is matched with bitopology obtained by using this method.We called this method as Knotdigraph Notation
+ -
We can apply this method to dual graph of trefoil. Firstly we draw signed dula graph of oriented right-hand trefoil. Secondly, we draw knot digraph and label every vertices of knot digraph by 1,2 as a Figure 7 Finally, we obtained the base by using quasi-pseudo metrics mentioned in Section 3.Then, bitopology of dual graph of oriented right-hand trefoil is ! = ∅, , 1 , 1,2 , ! = ∅, , ! !" , ! !" , 2 . We get a bitopology by applying this method to knots ! ,where is crossing points of knot and = 1,2 . We get some tables as follows.
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Bitopology associated with knot digraph
Bitopology associated with knot digraph 
